


CYCLING
JERSEY

invisible 3/4 zipŸ
raglan short sleeveŸ
side panelsŸ
back pocketŸ
Honeycomb or Micromesh cool/dry fabricŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 154 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 155 - ladies adult sizes XS - 5XL

Cycling jersey
invisible zip
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CYCLING
JERSEY

full front 3C YKK zip for comfortŸ
raglan short sleeveŸ
side panelsŸ
back pocketŸ
Honeycomb or Micromesh cool/dry fabricŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 164 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 150 - ladies adult sizes XS - 5XL

Cycling jersey 
full zip

full front 3C YKK zip for comfortŸ
raglan long sleeveŸ
side panelsŸ
back pocketŸ
Honeycomb or Micromesh cool/dry fabricŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 1120 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL

Cycling jersey 
full zip - long sleeve
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CYCLING 
BIB KNICKS

black nylon fabricŸ
Poly Spandex side and rear trade panelsŸ
cycling chamois for comfort (Elite or Standard)Ÿ
hypo-allergenic rubberised inside leg gripper tapeŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 162 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL

Cycling bib knicks
¾ leg length

black nylon fabricŸ
Poly Spandex side and rear trade panelsŸ
cycling chamois for comfort (Elite or Standard)Ÿ
hypo-allergenic rubberised inside leg gripper tapeŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 160 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 159 - ladies adult sizes XS - 5XL

Cycling bib knicks
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CYCLING
KNICKS

black nylon fabricŸ
Poly Spandex side and rear trade panelsŸ
cycling chamois for comfort (Elite or Standard)Ÿ
hypo-allergenic rubberised inside leg gripper tapeŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 156 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 157 - ladies adult sizes XS - 5XL

Cycling knicks
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CYCLING 
JACKET

stand up collarŸ
raglan sleeveŸ
full front zipŸ
side panelsŸ
elastic hemŸ
Taslon fabricŸ
Trimesh back panelŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 166 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 3189 - mens adult with zip off sleeves sizes XS - 5XL

Cycling jacket
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CYCLING
VEST

stand up collarŸ
full front zipŸ
side panelsŸ
elastic hemŸ
Taslon fabricŸ
Trimesh back panelŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 165 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL

Pattern 3052 - mens adult with back pocket sizes XS - 5XL 

Cycling vest
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ARM
WARMERS

EURO
CAP

Poly Twill fabricŸ
based on European stylingŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 628 - one size fits all 

Euro cycling hat

Poly Spandex fabricŸ
 also brushed back Poly Spandex for winterŸ

Pattern 163 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL arm warmers
Pattern 169 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL leg warmers

Cycling arm and leg warmers
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Studio designs - Cycling

Bega DendyCaffey

Victory Garcon Harley

Jelon Kabos Wembley

Nauert Ogilvie Platino

Urana

Evor

Irving

Mangal
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Honeycomb
This lightweight mesh knit 
fabric is designed for optimal 
moisture transfer and fast 
drying. The special weave 
keeps you extra cool and 
provides a textured finish. 

�155gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�Honeycomb weaveŸ
�ideal for jerseysŸ

Taslon
This light weight woven 
fabric is moderately water 
repellent and delivers 
modest warmth and 
comfort. 

�140gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�ideal for jackets & vestsŸ

Nylon
This strong durable fabric 
provides optimal stretch for 
comfort while resisting 
damage when continuously 
rubbed against hard or rough 
surfaces. 

�233gsmŸ
�85% nylon/15% spandexŸ
�black colour onlyŸ
�durable stretchŸ
��ideal for bib knicks and Ÿ
knicks

Ideal for those who want the best
Mens and ladies

Layers : four

Thickness: 14mm – 10mm – 4mm – 2mm

Fabric: Coolmax enables moisture expulsion allowing 
excellent moisture wicking and ventilation, heat 
regulation and quick drying. Polygiene antimicrobial 
treatment permanently inhibits bacteria making the 
fabric hygienic and skin friendly for outstanding 
wearer comfort. 

Shock absorption: The Elite chamois provides 
maximum protection by neutralizing negative vibration 
during impact with the ground and distributing pressure.

Features: Airflow system, seamless, anatomic shaped, 
excellent moisture wicking and ventilation

Elite chamois

Ideal for charity rides and short distance 
promotions
Mens and ladies

Layers: two

Thickness: 10mm – 8mm – 2mm 

Fabric: Coolmax enables moisture expulsion allowing 
excellent moisture wicking and ventilation, heat 
regulation and quick drying. Polygiene antimicrobial 
treatment permanently inhibits bacteria making the 
fabric hygienic and skin friendly for outstanding 
wearer comfort.

Features: Seamless, anatomic shaped, excellent 
moisture wicking and ventilation

Standard cycling chamois

Micromesh
An advanced lightweight 
mesh knit fabric built for 
optimal moisture transfer, 
fast drying and good sun 
protection. 

�120gsm & 165gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�hydrophilic treatmentŸ
��Ideal for jerseys Ÿ

Cycling fabrics

Poly Spandex
The 4-way stretch of this 
bright white base tricot fabric 
offers extra comfort and 
freedom of movement to 
enhance performance. 
Moisture management 
properties make it resistant 
to perspiration stains. 

�220gsmŸ
80% polyester/20% Ÿ
spandex
�excellent for high Ÿ
resolution images & rich 
colours
i��deal for bib knicks and Ÿ
knicks
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